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Executive Summary
The purpose of Te Wāhi Tiaki Tātou is to share the aspirations and priorities of whānau and individuals in 
the Porirua community, enabling their voices to inform the transformation of hauora in Porirua. Te Wāhi 
Tiaki Tātou represents a unique opportunity to define and determine how the local health and disability 
system operates to better meet the needs of the Porirua community. 

The community have shared what is important to them, and now the focus is on working together 
through Reimagining Sessions to create change. The goal of the Reimagining Sessions is to facilitate 
community-driven change and redesign the delivery of health and well-being services in Porirua 
for equitable outcomes.

Individuals with lived experience and passion for the topics are invited to participate in the Reimagining 
Sessions and be part of the journey to transform hauora in Porirua.

The purpose of the Mental Health Reimagining Sessions was to facilitate community/whānau discussions, 
reimagining equitable, accessible healthcare for the Tāngata Whaikaha (Disabled people) community. Key 
themes included equitable accessibility, funding, information sharing, and the role of Tāngata Whaikaha in 
designing and delivering services.

Recommendations: 
Four initiatives have emerged from the Reimagining Sessions identified as key priorities and ‘quick 
wins’. These have been estimated to have the largest impact on whānau, alongside low to medium 
estimated timeframes and cost to implement. Most of them relate to themes linked to access to 
services/hauora services, and education and information provision. Additional initiatives identified that 
carry increased cost, complexity, risk, and timeframes, have been documented for further scoping 
analysis. Many of these initiatives have national-level implications and require a regulatory change to 
enact.

Now is the time to implement community-led solutions!
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Background 
Reimagining Sessions for Tāngata Whaikaha were held on Monday 28th and Tuesday 
29th of August 2023. The scope of these sessions was to create a safe space for tāngata 
whaikaha to come together and communicate what they need to access quality 
healthcare.

Over the course of the Tāngata Whaikaha Reimagining Sessions, we heard strongly from 
the community about the barriers they experience when trying to access appropriate 
services, or knowing how and where to find information, resources or support. They 
were also very vocal about independence, autonomy and defining what self-
identification meant to them.

The most common frustration shared by disabled people and their whānau when 
interacting with healthcare services, is that there is no pathway to communicate their 
access requirements to providers and services. Without access requirements being met, 
many people are unable to attend appointments, understand information and 
communicate with their healthcare providers about their health. This results in 
significant inequities, distressing experiences, and poorer overall hauora outcomes.

This document sets out a record of what we heard in the reimagining sessions, in 
addition to our key recommendations of initiatives that will be undertaken and driven 
by Te Wāhi Tiaki Tātou.

*Susan – Pacific, full-time māmā, has a 

vision impairment and requires support

“I went for an MRI, and no one explained 

that I would have to remove my clothing. 

The lady told me to put on the gown and 

left me to it; I didn’t know where anything 

was. They did not tell me at the time of 

my appointment that I could bring a 

support person”.
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Recommendations
Key recommendations from the Reimagining sessions are themed into five core areas; funding, workforce, prevention, access to 

services/hauora services, and education and information provision. These groups interrelate and fit into broader groups of core 

enabling functions for well-being for Tāngata Whaikaha and hauora service delivery.

For Tāngata Whaikaha, prevention has a slightly different meaning than for other health topics e.g. dental. The diversity of disabilities 

experienced in the community group meant that discussing how to ‘prevent’ disabilities was not appropriate. For this session, 

prevention specifically means the prevention of avoidable negative impacts of disability, such as isolation, depression, harm from 

discrimination or receiving inappropriate care.

Four key recommendations are proposed to be further developed, funded and delivered in the context of the Te Wāhi Tiaki Tātou 

mahi. Details of these are provided on the following page. The short, medium and long-term opportunities are recorded in Appendix 

E and F. Some of the opportunities recorded in Appendix F sit within the ‘Core Enabling Functions’ group and will require strategic 

change at a national level, significant investment, and increased complexity to implement.
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Key

Funding

Workforce

Prevention

Access to services / hauora services

Education and information provision

Recommendations (cont.)
# Initiative Impact 

for 

Whānau

Impact for 

Providers

Estimated 

Timeframe

Estimated 

Cost

Complexity 

to 

implement

Detail Theme

1 Training for 

people 

working 

with Tāngata 

Whaikaha

High Short-term Low-medium Low Focus on improving 

knowledge and cultural 

safety. This will improve 

the experiences of Tāngata 

Whaikaha when they 

access the health system.

2 Coordination 

of resources 

to improve 

access / 

awareness

High Short-term Low Low Collating information 

about locally available 

resources, services 

and funding for 

Tāngata Whaikaha, and 

making it easily navigable 

on a website. The best 

initial approach should be 

scoped with the 

community.

3 Local peer 

support 

networks

High Short-term Low Low Community members 

would like peer support 

networks for Tāngata 

Whaikaha to be more 

available and accessible. 

Funding could enable a 

local network from peer 

support to be established 

with support to reduce 

access barriers.

4 Support and 

training to 

upskill 

whānau

High Short-term Low-Medium Low Community members told 

us that whānau play a vital 

role in their lives. Providing 

care and support 

around specific disabilities 

can be challenging, and 

learning how to do this can 

be difficult. Providing the 

ability for whānau carers to 

upskill will improve the 

lives of Tāngata Whaikaha.

Four initiatives emerged from the Reimagining sessions 

which were identified as key priorities for whānau. These 

have been estimated to have the largest impact for 

whānau, alongside with low-medium estimated 

timeframes and cost to implement. Most of them relate to 

themes linked to prevention, access to services/hauora 

services and education and information provision.

Additional initiatives that carry increased cost, complexity, 

risk and timeframes have been documented for further 

scoping analysis. Many of these initiatives have national 

level implications and require regulatory change to enact. 

They relate more heavily to themes that are core enablers 

– funding and workforce development..
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Appendices

Appendix A: Overview of Reimagining Hui

Appendix B: Current State Journey Map

Appendix C: Challenges

Appendix D: Future State Journey Map

Appendix E: Opportunities

Appendix F: Opportunities contd

The appendices in this document serve as a record of the 

kōrero received from community and providers throughout 

the Reimagining sessions. Ensuring we accurately document 

the voices of community is part of our commitment to 

being kaitiaki of the mauri of this work and the kōrero 

gifted to us from our whānau, which is a taonga.
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Community Focus Group
Porirua City

Development of options
Te Wāhi Tiaki Tātou

Feedback to community

Appendix A:
Overview of Reimagining Session process

The vast amount of 

information gathered from the 

session is themed and 

digitised. Options identified by 

the community are developed 

further by the Te Wāhi Tiaki 

Tātou team and become an 

options paper.

Core focus on building 
whanaungatanga and trust, 
defining the Current State 
Journey Map and exploring the 
challenges currently faced by 
Tāngata Whaikaha/Disabled 
whānau in the Porirua rohe.

Day 1

Shifting into a moemoeā/ 
aspirational space, our core 
focus was brainstorming 
opportunities, creating a future 
state map, and then identifying 
priorities from the future state 
for participants

Day 2

The Reimagining sessions were held over two days at Pātaka Museum in Porirua. The Appendices in this document provide details of 

the exercises which the community participants undertook. We focused on understanding the Challenges and Opportunities that the 

community experiences, created a current and future state journey map, identified key priorities and defined a vision to achieve well-

being for Tāngata Whaikaha (Disabled people) in Porirua.

The diagram below sets out the process we went through to get to the recommendations in this report and to develop the content 

set out in the appendices.

We feed back our work to our 

focus group to ensure that 

they understand the outcome 

of sharing their experience 

with us. We discuss the next 

steps and can expand our 

understanding further based 

on their reflections.

Next steps

Close the loop



Appendix B- Current State Journey Map

Emotions Whānau

Logistics Logistics / 
Accessibility 

Whānau

Equitable/ 
Person centred

Emotion

Self 
identification

Pūtea

Information

Having hospital 
gown for larger 
people

Whaikaha 
ministry is 
inaccessible

Whānau help me 
work out all of 
the things I need 
to arrange for an 
appointment

Inequitable. 
Two tiered 
health system. 
MOH, ACC, 
Funding

Everyone is 
siloed. Primary 
care, GP 
services, service 
providers. Lack 
of comms

Not telling me 
to sit over 
there-  giving 
visible direction

v
Not being 
invited 
because it’s 
“too hard” to 
make it 
accessible

Understanding 
of my brain 
injury and 
allowing time 
and space for 
thinking

`

No local 
services- only 

Kenepuru

Skills of 
frontline staff 
for no- verbal/ 
non- speaking 

people Being able to 
make a GP appt 
same day as 
calling.

Being healthy is 
personal

Difficult to self- 
advocate

Non- bias 
advertisement 
or data/ region

Too much 
activity in 

spaces, doesn’t 
quite work for 

us 

Width of door 
for wheelchair

 
Able to get from 
one place to 
another safely.

I don’t have the 
usual access 
being blind. 

Have to tell me 
what’s going on.

Health 
passports in 

hospital service 
could be 

helpful- are they 
shared and used

Buildings are not 
always 

physically 
accessible. 
Difficult to 

navigate for low 
vision whānau

Being able to fill 
out forms!!!

I have to find 
ramp to access 
spaces. Hard!

Better public 
transport 
options

Can’t always 
see the same/ 
usual Doctor

Wellington 
Hospital A&E- 
one toilet!

Some kind of 
narrative about 
being treated 
“normal” and at 
the same time 
being treated/ 
enabled

Frustrated that I 
know I’m 

supposed to do 
but needs 
support/ 

encouragement

Integrity
Has best 
interest of 
others as centre
-spiritual 
concept

Sad that I cant 
do all the things 

I like doing 
anymore

To know and 
understand 
perfectly that 
I’m perfect.

Pressured to be 
removed from 
hospital due to 

not enough 
beds.

Perfectly 
Imperfect

Being a big 
person. An 
adjustment to 
the public

Depressed 
because want to 

get out but I 
can’t, there’s no 

support

Sad because I 
can’t use Ora 

Toa as unable to 
get timely 

appointments.

To be treated like Normal. “Sick 
and tired of having to say I’m 

Anna and I’m blind. To feel good 
in a space.

No support for 
whānau- my 
husband works, 
is my carer- 
counselling? 

Unaware of 
available 
resources or 
subsidies

Don’t know how 
to find out what 
is funded for me

Affordable 
quality food, 

fruits and veg

Resource 
availability

Price of visiting 
a GP- expensive

Every cent 
counted, paying 

for own stuff

Some GPs are 
$17 and some 
$80- end up 
having to use ED

Frustration

Hard to explain 
when you are in 

pain

Shame!! When 
you are told you 
should be able 

to manage

Right to go in to 
public spaces with 
confidence

Tiring long wait 
times

Being asked to 
buy things you 
can’t afford just 
for living in 
home

Medical 
jargon

Priority 
alerts on 

the medical 
centre

Frustration 
with lack of 
information

Pūtea

Funding for 
MOH clients is 
virtually non 
existent. ACC 
clients are 
funded better

Who can afford 
to travel to Wgtn 

hospital from 
Porirua? Shuttle 
is only booked 

for appts

Affordability. 
Disability usually 
equals a benefit 
which is limited 
income.

Nil info on 
brain 

recovery 
offered 

upon 
discharge

Confusing 
hard 

results. 
Even 

conflicting 
results

Subsidised 
internet access. 
“Disability can 

be invisible 
online”

Disability. 
Diversity. 
Education

Giving full 
data and 
offer 
available 
subsidiary 
care

I don’t 
know 

where my 
son will go 
when I die

“Go take a 
seat”- but can’ t 
find my way 
there

 GP won’t see 
you for pain

Park benches. 
Perfectly 
imperfect 

parking

 Scarce 
appointments

More disability 
Parking- Is it 

free?

GP doesn’t see 
mental health 

crises as urgent

Woman's health 
isn’t taken 
seriously- when 
people hear 
pain & PTSD 
they talk about 
“difficult” or 
“chronic” Waiting for OT 

assessment to 
make house 
safer and easier 
to use

Bilingual staff

Fonts/ text too 
small to read

Being asked to 
”show”/ point 
out things when 
I can’t see them

Not suitable hui 
like this. Too 
long/ far/ too 
much going on

Send comms on 
days that are 
more engaging, 
like Mondays

No 
encouragement 
around 
connecting with 
appropriate 
services

Healthy staff

No support

Remind me 
about 

medications

Word of mouth 
is supportive & 

helpful

Whānau are the 
experts- listen 

to them

Make sure I 
have transport/ 

drive me 
around

Ready meal 
kits/ delivered.

Respite for 
whānau carers. 
It’s a lonely job

Companion/ 
Driving services

Shame around 
words used. 
“unco-operative”, 
“refused”. Kids 
hear & don’t want 
to see GP

Miscommunication 
in relaying info 
back to whānau

Whānau support 
accommodation 
during surgeries

Māori/ Pacific 
health care 
support.

Non stereotype. 
Available to ALL

Workforce know 
our journey. 
Appropriate and a 
good fit.

Fair
Right 
skills

Ability Diversity. A 
korero.. Similar to 
gender diversity

Ban Air NZ weight

Pacific/ Māori 
Leadership

Work creatively
- Outside the box

Right skills

Anger at 
treatment for 

pain

Discomfort with 
showing 

emotion in 
‘professional’ 

space

Whakamā leads 
to me lying e.g. 
all consumption 

at GP

When a GP says 
‘It’s good to see 

you” you feel 
welcomed.

She’s cool. She’s 
big. She’s 
brown. But I am 
Tulua.

We have to use 
our wheelchair 
so people know 
I’m disabled.

Self care pride

Being noticed 
straight away 
that I have a 
disability

Know the 
person

Failed
Burden

Online: Manage 
my Health. 

Practice plus Val 
Adams 

advertising

They should 
know my 

personal details 
when I arrive. 

“Why do I have 
to repeat 
myself?”

Without 
information you 
don’t get quality 

health care.

Having to go 
looking for 

information and 
appointment 

times.

Better public 
education re 
Tangata Whai 
Kaha not just 
wheelchair 

users

That my details are 
accurate in all the 
systems. ”I changed my 
details at the hospital 
how come my GP doesn’t 
know?”

Frustration 
with lack of 
information

First point of call was 
Plunket. Minimal 
information available

Not enough 
information? 
Vague, don’t 

know what to 
expect.

Know the person

Person-centred

Right  to go in 
to public spaces 

with 
confidence.



Appendix C - Challenges
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Whānau Logistics/accessibility Equitable/person-

centred

Emotions Information/we want need Putea Self-Identification

Māori / Pacific healthcare 

support

Public transport & taxis Being healthy is personal Sad that I can’t do all 

the things myself

Access to enough/the right information 

when is required

Cost of seeing a GP is 

too expensive

Get to know the person

Respite for whānau carers Cultural norm

Person-centred

Discomfort with 

showing emotions to 

professionals

Medical services share information so 

that it is all available & you don’t have to 

repeat yourself

Having to access private 

healthcare to meet 

needs is expensive (esp. 

for pain)

Feeling uncomfortable with 

terminology like disability, 

difficulty to name/self-identify

Whānau acting as navigators Access to buildings, not 

size appropriate Limited 

number of carparks 

available

The workforce knows 

our journey – be 

appropriate and a good 

fit

Anger at treatment for 

pain

Know where to find resources are 

available

Having to pay for 

accessibility needs from 

limited income

Having it known quickly that 

someone has a disability (using 

a wheelchair)

Whānau are the experts-

- medication/meals

- arrange appt/transport

- companion drivers

Access to ramps, minimal Non-biased 

advertisement or data

Shame – when you’re 

told you should be able 

to manage

Know how to figure out what supports 

are available

Not knowing or being 

able to find out what is 

funded

Being made to feel like a 

burden

Not invited to events -too 

hard to make fit, not 

accessible

Appointments – availability 

and not timely

Integrity – has the best 

interest of others @ 

centre

- spiritual concept

Sad because I can’t use 

Ora Toa health services, 

no appts 

Not use too much medical jargon Cost of transport Being able to go into public 

spaces with confidence

Fonts/text sizing

Forms hard to use

Māori / Pacific 

Leadership

Pressured to be released 

from the hospital due to 

not having enough beds

Accessible info about upcoming 

appointments

A gap in funding and 

services for people not 

under ACC

Having pride

Call patients instead of text Work creatively outside 

the box

Hard to explain when in 

pain

Education for providers on 

disability/accessibility/diversity

Caring for self

Appropriate services e.g.

pain relief (not necessarily 

your GP)

Depressed because 

want to get out but 

can’t there’s not support

Collaboration between services Being treated as ‘normal’, not 

having to constantly explain 

self

Siloed services

Whaikaha Ministry 

inaccessible

Skills of staff – lacking 

when working with Tāngata 

Whaikaha. When dealing 

with brain injury patients 

allow time for space and 

thinking



Appendix D - Future State Journey Map

Emotions Whānau

Logistics PūteaLogistics / 
Accessibility 

Whānau

Equitable/ 
Person 

centered

Emotion

Self 
identification

Pūtea

Information

Online consults/ 
appointment

Community 
service 
integration.

Whānau are well 
supported and 
are consulted.

Information 
delivered in 
language TW 
can understand

Services are not 
siloed. They are 
aware of each 
other and work 
together

Designing 
accessible 
environments 
everywhere

v Disability 
navigators/ 
Kaiāwhina

City planning for 
all

`

All the 
workforce to 
meet needs 

e.g. OT

Skills of 
frontline staff 
for no- verbal/ 
non- speaking 

people

Having support 
services that 
offer re-learning 
things in life 
now with this 
condition

Everyone has 
good access to 
resources/ 
funding 
whatever the 
cause

Language 
diverse forms

Lets build Māori 
nirvana at the 

top of Whitireia. 
Disability & use 

of access to 
papa kainga

Things are easy

Seeing specialist 
closer to home

Each person is 
treated unique.  
No diagnosis is 
the same.

Non judgement

Knowing needs 
ahead of time

Unconditional 
love

More than the 
minimum

Feeling valued

Innovative co- 
design of the 
system

Non- binary 
form

Toi- As medicine 
hauora

Tino 
Rangatiratanga

Adaptable, 
flexible, 
sustainable 
funding

Free pool, 
dental and vegie 
packs.

Enabling 
good lives- 

Fending 
model

No GST

Less time 
on health 

admin

Whare Toi- 
Artspace to just 
be and HEAL- 
Market spaces 
to sell mahi toi

Know your 
entitlements

Funding for a 
person not a 
condition

Rongoa Māori

To step in the 
shoes of those 

who are 
struggling

Be able to mind 
read- know 

what needs to 
be done

One size 
does not 
fit all

Opportunity to 
be independent

Free GP 
visits

Normalise 
appropriate 

info

One hub for 
all health 

info

Pūtea 

Management 
making 
decisions  spend 
6hrs being blind, 
deaf , walking 
disabilities

Be independent 
of your own 

funding

Actioning of 
models

Disability is not 
for profit!!

Connected 
info & alert 

systems

Knowing 
your rights/ 

options

Good info 
sharing

Te Ara Pae 
Ora

Systems 
can talk 

(audibly) to 
you

Transport or 
spaceship 
available 24/7
 
No language 
barriers

First 
responders are 

educated 
hospital staff. 

Gp services

 Tech to meet 
needs. Always 
available

Clear pathways 
to effectively 
communicate 
difficulties to 

those who can 
affect change

Respite for. 
Mothers and 
babies together

Walk in appts

Individuals as 
experts.

Te Ara Pae Ora 
app

Support to gain 
skills and 

knowledgeWhānau as 
experts (their 
perspective)

Cuppa tea with 
cuzzies who 

have been  in 
similar 

situations and 
can empathise

Assisted living 
facility

Cover your  
wages- 
employee

Early access to 
peer  support

Non stereotype. 
Available to ALL

Intersectionality

Low 
sensory 
spaces

Accessibility is 
normalised

Visual ways of 
interacting with 
everything

Relationship 
managers for 
high-use health 
users.

Cultural and 
Religion Diversity

Fundamental 
needs met

Having self- 
confidence

Aspiration to 
feel bad ass 

TUMEKE

Knowing who 
tangata 
whaikaha are in 
the community

Specificity 
within disability

Disability does 
not equal 
Stupidity Diversity 

recognition

Person 
before 
labels

Funders 
accountable 

to 
community

You control your 
own info

High quality 
alert system 

used by 
everyone

Appropriate 
information on 

the issues is 
provided

Connect needs 
with service 

options Simplifying 
diagnosis- 
Layman’s 

terms

Promotion of whānau 
manaaki

Alternate 
forms of info

Information access is easy 
for visually impaired.

More 
information on 

disability

Architecture & 
Building 
students 
spending time in 
a wheelchair to 
understand 
better

`
With generous 
fare wages

The right 
people doing 
the right job. 

They are valued 
for the work 

they do

 Occ Therapy 
bootcamps

Disability is 
accepted as part 
of life's 
wonderful 
diversity

Everything is at 
out fingertips

Mahi Maara 
Kai/ Gardening 

Club

Culturally safe 
& competent 

support

It’s recognised 
that disability 

affects the 
whole whānau 
so they’re all 

supportedOne solution does 
not fix all

Pet Therapy: 
visits/ care

Kai for family 
when 1 person is 
unwell or in 
hospital

Funding for 
universal design

Respite services 
available/ needed

Listening and 
responding to the 
individual, not the 
condition

Intergenerational 
consideration

Appropriate 
respite for 
everyone

System of 
relationships

Easy to find initial 
point of contact  
for health 
services

By & For

Incentives for 
accessibility

No tiers 
in the 
system

Being 
challenged to 

realise my 
potential

Safe

Leadership

Celebrate 
disability

Disabled 
leadership 

groups

More disabled 
workers in 

health
Lived 

experience- a 
prerequisite

Funded training 
for health carers  

for whaikaha

Get ideas from 
all tangata whai 

kaha

Health 
Passports- wide 

wage

Address 
dower 

imbalance

I stream of 
funding for all

Perfect 
Imperfectly 

access- 
Parking, gym

No middle 
man

Workforce

Knowing all 
options for 
being seen 

and 
choosing 

best for me

Knowing 
what we 
want & 
services 

saying YES 
eg physio
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Appendix F –Opportunities (cont'd)

The previous diagram summarises the priorities for change, identified by our Tāngata Whaikaha community.

Some of these priorities were related to their rights, which are shown in the diagram as underpinning all other priorities. Data 

sovereignty was also described as important, especially due to the challenges around the information the participants described.

Community members wanted to emphasis four principles that should underpin any future work with their community. These were:

1. Tāngata Whaikaha should be seen by and recognised in the system

2. All work with Tāngata Whaikaha should be strengths-based (as opposed to deficit-based approaches)

3. Work with Tāngata Whaikaha should work to achieve equity for the community, especially for those who are part of multiple 

marginalised groups

4. Tāngata Whaikaha should be recognised as experts in their own lives and needs

These four principles underpin a range of approaches to change that the community have said they want to see, which include 

moving away from collecting information in binary ways such as ‘yes’ or ‘no’ tick boxes on forms, codesign approaches, and doing 

work that is by Tāngata Whaikaha for Tāngata Whaikaha.

Eleven activities were identified as priorities for the group, of which four have been recommended as key priorities/quick wins (red 

box). Additional initiatives identified, medium (dark pink) and long-term (light pink)  carry an increased cost, complexity, risk and 

timeframes, and have been documented for further scoping analysis. Many of these initiatives have national-level implications and 

require a regulatory change to enact. They relate more heavily to themes that are core enablers – funding and workforce 

development.
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He mihi nui ki ngā tāngata katoa i whai 
wāhi ki tēnei mahi

Ngā mihi nui and acknowledgement for the 
time and energy, community and providers 
have dedicated to supporting Te Wāhi Tiaki
Tātou Localities Programme, without whom 
this work would be unable to happen. The 

Project delivery team and Rūnanga are 
deeply grateful.

Mā te rongo, ka mohio; mā te mohio, ka marama; 

mā te mārama ka mātau.

Through listening comes awareness; with awareness 

comes understanding; through understanding comes 

knowledge and the ability to effect change 
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